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Welcome
Prof Graham Cookson, Chief Executive, OHE
# AGENDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.00 - 14.05</td>
<td>Welcome</td>
<td>Prof Graham Cookson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.05 - 14.15</td>
<td>Introduction to the US healthcare system and IRA policy context</td>
<td>Prof Graham Cookson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.15 - 14.35</td>
<td>Explaining the IRA: Overview of the three key provisions of the IRA relating to prescription drug pricing and access</td>
<td>Dr Amanda Cole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.35 - 14.55</td>
<td>Roundtable Discussion: 1. What are some implications of introducing price-setting into the otherwise market-based insurance system that underpins the Medicare drug benefit?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.55 - 15.00</td>
<td>Comfort Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00 - 15.15</td>
<td>Roundtable Discussion: 2. What can the US learn from global experience with price regulation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.15 - 15.35</td>
<td>Insights on Impact: How will the innovation landscape be impacted, and what are the implications for equity?</td>
<td>Dr Amanda Cole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.35 - 15.55</td>
<td>Roundtable Discussion: 3. If the US adopted price controls at launch for all drugs, what might the impact be on global innovation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.55 - 16.00</td>
<td>Closing Remarks</td>
<td>Prof Graham Cookson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The IRA brings about substantial changes to the way some medicines are reimbursed.
To provide an accessible explanation of the IRA

To discuss and debate patient access and equity impact, both within the US and internationally.

To consider the changing incentives for innovation.
You can find out more on OHE’s dedicated platform

https://www.ohecourseinflationreductionact.com/
For interactive questions please use your phones to scan the QR code

Or you can access via [www.slido.com](http://www.slido.com) with event #3358934

Or at this link: [IHEA pre-congress IRA workshop (sli.do)](http://IHEA pre-congress IRA workshop (sli.do))
Who’s in the room?

Where do you live / work?
Multiple choice: US; other North America; South America; Africa; Asia; Europe; Australia
Current understanding of the IRA and its provisions

How confident are you that you could describe all three key parts of the IRA that impact pharmaceutical prices and spending?

very confident / somewhat confident / not confident
Introduction to US Healthcare
Prof Graham Cookson, Chief Executive, OHE
The US has a predominantly private, market-based health care system.

- Largely a market-based system through private plans.
- Complex mix of public and private, for-profit, and non-profit insurers and health care providers.
Health care spending in the US is high.

$4.3 trillion or $12,914 per person

18.3% of GDP compared to 9.6% OECD average

Out of pocket expenses a common and controversial feature of US health care.
But pharmaceuticals aren’t the driving factor.
Most expenditure is covered by health insurance, and 42% is government funded.

1 Includes worksite health care, other private revenues, Indian Health Service, workers' compensation, general assistance, maternal and child health, vocational rehabilitation, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, school health, and other federal and state and local programs.

2 Includes co-payments, deductibles, and any amounts not covered by health insurance. Note: Sum of pieces may not equal 100% due to rounding.

The US health care market is a mix of public and private sources of coverage

- 92% of the population has coverage
- 67% of population with insurance is covered through private insurance
- ~ 35% covered through government programs (e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, and Veterans Health Affairs)
The US currently has **broader and faster** access to medicines

Source: PhRMA analysis of IQVIA MIDAS® and country regulatory data. October 2022
The US currently has broader and faster access to medicines

Global first launch of new medicines by country (2012 to 2021)

- United States: 57%
- Europe: 23%
- Japan: 13%
- Other: 7%

Average months of delay in launch of new medicines (2012-2021)

Source: PhRMA analysis of IQVIA MIDAS® and country regulatory data. October 2022
Government’s role in health care is more limited in the US vs. other countries

- Federal spending is less than a third of total spending
- Largest funding allocated to Medicare and Medicaid
- Negligible role in directly owning and supplying providers
- Largest role is in administration and regulation of federal health care programs
- Facilitated access to and covered the cost of COVID-19 testing, vaccines, and therapeutics during Public Health Emergency
Medicare covers mainly older people

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Part A</strong></th>
<th><strong>Part B</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient/hospital coverage, including inpatient medicines</td>
<td>Outpatient/medical coverage; prescription medicines administered by a provider (20% patient co-insurance)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Part C</strong> (Medicare Advantage)</th>
<th><strong>Part D</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail prescription medicines (patient cost sharing varies)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) introduces drug price setting into Medicare for the first time.

- Companies generally are free to set list prices, and negotiate net prices with plans, which can vary.

- In Part D, Pharmacy Benefit Managers control formularies and negotiate discounts/rebates.

- Before the IRA, Medicare didn't directly set prices for medicines covered by Part B or Part D.
Inflation Rebates
IRA introduces an inflation rebate to quarterly (Part B) and annual (Part D) price increases above inflation.

Part D Redesign
Changes stakeholder liability for drug costs, caps out-of-pocket spending, smooths cost sharing, and other changes to benefits.

Insulin policies
Beginning in 2023, requires pre-deductible coverage and limits cost sharing to $35 for covered insulin.

Price setting
Beginning in 2026, HHS will set Medicare prices for eligible prescription medicines in Part D. In 2028, this will be expanded to include medicines in Part B.
Key provisions in the IRA
Dr Amanda Cole, Associate Director, OHE
What we’ll be covering

1. Drug selection and price setting
2. Inflation rebate provision
3. Medicare Part D benefit redesign and other provisions
1 Drug selection and price setting
Under the IRA, federal government will set prices for selected drugs covered under Medicare

Before the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA)
- Part D was a market-based system with drug prices privately negotiated
- Direct government involvement in pricing prohibited by the non-interference clause in Medicare Part D.
- Payment for physician-administered drugs covered by Medicare Part B generally based on Average Sales Price (ASP) + 6%

Now
- IRA introduces provisions for the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to set Medicare prices for certain eligible medicines
- The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) is an operating division of HHS and will implement the Medicare Drug Price Negotiation Program.
What drugs are eligible for selection?

**Eligible for selection**

Drugs with the highest total Medicare Part B & D expenditures*

- Top 50 eligible drugs in **Part B**, ranked by program expenditures
- Top 50 eligible drugs in **Part D**, ranked by program expenditures

✓ Single-source drugs, 7 or more years after FDA approval
✓ Single-source biologics, 11 or more years after FDA approval

*For years 2026 and 2027, only the top 50 Part D list is used

**Ineligible for selection**

- Drugs with a single orphan designation that are only approved for that indication(s)*
- Plasma-derived products
- "Low spend Medicare drugs" (total Part B & Part D expend <$200 mill annually)
- Certain "small biotech drugs" up until 2028

*Under CMS' guidance, risk that as soon as the sponsor has an additional designation or any additional indication (whether under a subsequent orphan designation or not) they are no longer ineligible

Note: CMS released updated guidance on June 30 that offers more details on implementation of the MFP setting process
Manufacturer is subject to penalties for refusing to participate or not accepting MFP. Other penalties could apply

- Excise tax is nominally between 65% and 95% of manufacturer’s total sales for the drug, over the term in which manufacturer fails to accept MFP.

- Alternatively, manufacturer can exit program but must remove all of its drugs from Medicare and Medicaid.

- Significant civil monetary penalties for failing to comply with certain requirements or knowingly submitting false information.
Process for determining the maximum fair price
IRA specifies 2 sets of factors that HHS should consider in determining the maximum fair price, but does not indicate how the factors will be considered.

### Manufacturer-Specific Data
- R&D Costs and Extent of Recoupment
- Unit Costs of Production / Distribution
- Prior Federal Financial Support
- Patent Applications, Exclusivity Data and FDA Applications / Approvals
- Market Data, Revenue and Sales Volume Data

### Clinical Benefit Compared to “Therapeutic Alternatives”
- “Therapeutic Advance” / Costs of Alternatives
- Prescribing information of drug and alternatives
- Comparative effectiveness of drug and its alternatives
- Unmet medical need
To assess clinical benefit, CMS will consider submitted data from manufacturers and interested third parties as well as review of existing literature and internal analytics. Clinical trial evidence, real world evidence, and expert opinion will be considered.

CMS intends to consider study rigor, relevance to selected drug, risk of bias, and other factors in assessing data but does not specify methodological standards it may apply.

QALYs will not be relied on in developing price offers, but studies that use QALYs may be considered in assessment of clinical benefit if clearly separated from other evidence submitted.

There is a 30-day window for manufacturers and interested parties to submit data to CMS.
More drugs will be selected for price setting each and every year

- Beginning in 2026, CMS will set Medicare prices for eligible prescription drugs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Drugs Selected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2026</td>
<td>10 Part D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2027</td>
<td>15 Part D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2028</td>
<td>15 drugs from either Part D or Part B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2029 onwards</td>
<td>20 drugs from either Part D or Part B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Selection of drugs each year is cumulative, adding to the number of previously selected drugs.
Price setting for the first group of Part D drugs will take effect in 2026

- By Sept 1, CMS publishes list of 10 selected drugs
- Oct 2: Manufacturer and "interested third parties" submit information to CMS
  - Manufacturer must sign MFP agreement with CMS
- Feb 1: CMS "initial offer"
- Mar 2: Offer accepted or countered
- July 31: Price setting process concludes
- Sept 1: CMS publishes MFP

△ Short time frame for the price setting process
△ Limited stakeholder engagement

Mar 1: CMS will publish explanation of the MFP by this date
Manufacturer must submit data for IPAY 2027 to CMS
Jan 1: MFP in effect
Timeline for 2027 and beyond: a two-year process

- **2024**
  - By Feb 1: CMS publishes list of 15 selected drugs

- **2025**
  - Feb 28: CMS begins price setting process between CMS and manufacturers
  - June 1: CMS "initial offer"
  - July 1: Offer accepted or countered

- **2026**
  - Oct 31: Price setting process concludes
  - Nov 30: CMS publishes MFP
  - Mar 1: CMS will publish explanation of the MFP by this date
  - Manufacturer must submit data for IPAY 2028 to CMS

- **2027**
  - Jan 1: MFP in effect
2 Inflation rebate provision
Manufacturers must already rebate Medicaid if their prices rise faster than inflation.

*Price changes are measured cumulatively against a fixed benchmark*
IRA brings inflationary rebates to Medicare but with a different reference date.

\[ \text{Rebate} = \text{Quantity sold} \times \text{Price Growth in Excess of Inflation} \]

- The benchmark price is **Q3 2021 for Part B** medicines, and **January through September 2021 for Part D** medicines.
- The benchmark CPI-U for both rebates is **January 2021**.
- Price is measured based on the payment amount (e.g., average sales price (ASP) + 6\%) in Part B and average manufacturer price (AMP) in Part D
- Most branded drugs are included in the provision but there are some exclusions:
  - For **Medicare Part B**, medicines with an annual cost of <$100 in 2023 and preventative vaccines.
  - For **Medicare Part D**, drugs with annual cost of <$100 in 2023.
3 Medicare Part D benefit redesign and other provisions
The Medicare Part D redesign is intended to:

- Lower cost sharing for patients, including a limit on annual out-of-pocket spending ($2,000 beginning in 2025)
- Decrease direct federal government liability and increase Part D plan liability above the catastrophic threshold
- Increase the share of the benefit financed by manufacturers
- Limit premium growth to 6% annually through 2029

The IRA reallocates prescription drug costs between patients, manufacturers, plans, & gov’t
Cost sharing changes

- Replaces coverage gap discount program with new manufacturer discount (10% below catastrophic threshold and 20% above catastrophic threshold) for both LIS and non-LIS beneficiaries
- **Financial liability changes for all stakeholders**: liability increases for manufacturers overall while simultaneously decreasing for the federal government and increasing for Part D plans above the catastrophic threshold and eliminating cost-sharing above catastrophic for beneficiaries
Additional benefit changes once price setting provisions take effect

For Brand Medicines Subject to Price Setting

- Catastrophic: 60% (6,365 total Rx, $2,000 OOP)
- Deductible: 25% (545)
- Deductible: 100%

For Brand Medicines NOT Subject to Price Setting

- Catastrophic: 60% (6,365 total Rx, $2,000 OOP)
- Deductible: 20% (545)
- Deductible: 20%

- Beneficiary OOP
- Plan
- Manufacturers
- Government
Additional key provisions include:

- Eliminates Part D cost sharing for vaccines
- Cap on insulin cost sharing ($35/month limit)
- Cost sharing smoothing
Changes in the low-income subsidy (LIS)

Low-income individuals and households get extra help with Part D premiums and cost-sharing.

The IRA expands this help to more individuals.
What are some implications of introducing price-setting into the otherwise market-based insurance system that underpins the Medicare drug benefit?

**Live attendees:** Please discuss at your tables and submit a short written summary of your discussion via Slido.

**Virtual attendees:** Please submit your thoughts via Slido
What can the US learn from global experience with price regulation?

Live attendees: Please discuss at your tables and submit a short written summary of your discussion via Slido.

Virtual attendees: Please submit your thoughts via Slido
Insights on Impact
Dr Amanda Cole, Associate Director, OHE
Motivation for analysing the impacts of IRA

- IRA is an unprecedented policy that sets prices for selected drugs in Medicare.
- The full implications for R&D incentives and innovation are unknown but likely to be far reaching.
- Many of the existing estimates of innovation impacts ignore complexities of the law and many likely consequences.
How could the IRA impact biopharmaceutical innovation?

What are the likely impacts on expected revenues?

- Potential sources of revenue impact & magnitude
- Spillover to other products and markets
- Threat of expansion
- Lower revenue directly impacts level of innovation

What are the implications for R&D decisions?

- IRA also impacts R&D focus
- Undermines existing IP incentives
- Reduces incentives to invest in post-approval indications
- Disproportionate impact on small molecules and certain diseases (cancer, chronic, rare)
Revenue impact from the perspective of innovative biopharmaceutical companies

What are the likely impacts on expected revenues?

Potential sources of revenue impact & magnitude
Spillover to other products and markets
Threat of expansion
Revenue impact from the perspective of innovative biopharmaceutical companies

Potential mixed impacts on revenues of certain medicines due to better coverage (out-of-pocket cap, better coverage of insulins)

Reduced revenue due to paying inflation rebates

Reduced revenues due to MFP (direct and indirect)

Threat of future revenue reductions from possible expansion of government price setting (federal and state-level)
Published estimates vary but suggest large manufacturer revenue impact

- Philipson and Durie (2021) estimate that policies like the IRA will reduce 2022-2039 manufacturer revenues by 12%, or $2.9 trillion.
- CBO (2021) estimates are more conservative (5.1%), but still significant.
MFP: Likely unintended spillover effects would increase the IRA’s impact on industry revenue

Potential impacts on competitive dynamics that affect prices of products competing with MFP product

- Impact not limited to the products selected for price-setting. Pricing and formulary access will also be affected for competing products in the therapeutic class that must compete with the government set price.
- In addition, reduced incentives for market entry to compete with the government set price may harm continued innovation within classes impacted by MFP, ultimately reducing competition and treatment options.

MFP is likely to spillover into other markets beyond Medicare

- MFP to impact Best Price for the Medicaid Rebate Program, the 340B ceiling price, and likely will be reflected in calculation of Average Sales Price, which is typically used as a pricing benchmark in the commercial market, increasing IRA’s impact on revenues.


Further revenue impacts possible as pressure grows for expanding price controls in US

- The precedent set by the IRA may pave the way for policymakers to expand government price controls in the future

US represents biggest share of global industry revenue

Impact of reduced biopharmaceutical revenues and R&D

What are the likely impacts on expected revenues?

Lower revenue directly impacts level of innovation.
Long standing evidence that revenues directly impact innovation

- Several papers consider the “elasticity” of innovation (% change in innovation associated with a 1% change in market size).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Elasticity</th>
<th>Measure of innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acemoglu and Linn (2004)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Entry of non-generic and new molecular entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blume-Kohout and Sood (2013)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Preclinical and clinical development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finkelstein (2004)</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>Clinical trials for new vaccines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kourouklis and Gandjour (2022)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Early-stage innovation measured by patent applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBO (2021)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>Number of new drugs entering the market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of estimates of the elasticity of drug innovation to market size
Source: Adapted from Philipson and Durie (2021)

- But elasticities may oversimplify the complex decision-making process and ignore post approval research (Cookson and Hitch, 2022)


Philipson and Durie (2021) estimate that every $2000 in lost R&D spend leads to one statistical life year lost. They conclude that IRA will be associated with 135 fewer drug approvals and the loss of 331.5 million life years in the US by 2039.
What are the likely impacts on expected revenues?

- Potential sources of revenue impact & magnitude
- Spillover to other products and markets
- Threat of expansion
- Lower revenue directly impacts level of innovation

What are the implications for R&D decisions?

- IRA also impacts R&D focus
- Undermines existing IP incentives
- Reduces incentives to invest in post-approval indications
- Disproportionate impact on small molecules and certain diseases (cancer, chronic, rare)

How could the IRA impact biopharmaceutical innovation?
What are the implications for R&D decisions?

IRA also impacts R&D focus
R&D impact from the perspective of innovative biopharmaceutical companies

What are the implications for R&D decisions?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IRA also impacts R&amp;D focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undermines existing IP incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduces incentives to invest in post-approval indications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disproportionate impact on small molecules and certain diseases (cancer, chronic, rare)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The IRA undermines existing IP and incentives for small molecule innovation in particular.

The Hatch-Waxman Act (1984), is a comprehensive legal framework adopted by Congress to streamline generic pharmaceutical approvals while preserving innovation incentives.

- Existing IP mechanisms have offered an effective patent life of on average 13.6 years for small molecule medicines (Grabowski et al., 2016).
- Under IRA, the time to generate returns is effectively reduced from an average of 13.6 to a max of 9 years for selected small-molecule drugs.

Pre-IRA, drugs averaged ~14 years before generic competition

Expected revenues enable continued R&D, revealing new uses

Annual revenues for a typical small molecule medicine (Illustrative)

Generics enter
Under IRA, a small molecule drug can face price setting after 9 years

In the future, the lower expected revenues might mean that a drug not be developed at all – if not high enough to justify the large and uncertain up-front investments.

Annual revenues for a typical small molecule medicine (Illustrative)
Under IRA, a small molecule drug can face price setting after 9 years OR, if such a drug is still developed, IRA reduces incentives to invest in post-approval advances.
IRA would disincentivise R&D into new treatment indications, particularly those arising later in product life

- Research conducted on a drug after its initial approval leads to new disease targets, new patient populations, or earlier stages of disease.
- Particularly problematic for cancer and rare diseases, for which many advances stem from discovering uses for already approved drugs.
- **60% of cancer products receive new indications after the initial FDA approval and 22% receive 3+ new indications; 44% of new indications occur 7+ years after the initial (PHAR, 2023)**
- Manufacturers could be incentivised to place further emphasis on strategic launch sequencing, prioritising the most commercially successful indication first and smaller indications later, if ever (Gores and Scott, 2023).

The IRA will shift incentives for innovation away from some disease areas

**Primarily impacts innovation in diseases disproportionately affecting the elderly**
- Among the diseases likely to be affected most are neurological conditions, cancers and cardiovascular disease.

**Shift away from small-molecule drugs (e.g. pills)**
- Small molecules are subject to price setting sooner at 9 years, while biologics are afforded a longer period (13 years before MFP kicks in).
- Small molecules have advantages over large molecules in ability to be taken at home in pill form, and by penetrating blood-brain barriers or cell membranes needed to target neurological diseases or cancers, which disproportionately impact communities of colour in the US.
The Orphan Drug Act (1983) was enacted to encourage the development of drugs for rare diseases by providing incentives in the form of regulatory exclusivity.

Under IRA:
- Drugs with a single orphan designation and approved indication(s) only within that designation will be exempt from selection for price setting.
- But as soon as the manufacturer receives additional designations or indications outside the initial designation (whether under a subsequent orphan designation or not) they become eligible for price setting. This will disincentivise follow-on orphan drug development, a key route to new treatment opportunities for patients with rare diseases.

IRA reduces incentives to invest in rare disease medicines
- 9-year price setting timeline incentivizes manufacturers to launch with largest indication, not necessarily in the Medicare population.
- Reduces likelihood of earning a return before potential to be price set will reduce investment in disease areas with high regulatory uncertainty, but with high scientific promise and risk.
## Disproportionate impact on certain therapeutic areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oncology</th>
<th>Chronic physical and mental conditions</th>
<th>Rare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Cancer often affects people as they get older, so <strong>Medicare</strong> represents a sizeable market for oncology drugs.</td>
<td>- Chronic physical and mental diseases often affect people as they get older, so <strong>Medicare</strong> represents a sizeable market for these drugs.</td>
<td>- <strong>Costly R&amp;D</strong> due to difficulties with clinical trials and low treatment volumes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Most cancer medicines are <strong>small molecules</strong>, which are penalized by the shorter time to MFP at 9 years.</td>
<td>- Need for <strong>small molecule</strong> therapy development to treat these conditions and ensure <strong>equity of access</strong>.</td>
<td>- Existing incentives for rare disease therapy development (e.g. Orphan Drugs Act) could be <strong>undermined</strong> by the IRA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Very many cancer medicines are (or have the potential to be) <strong>multi-indication</strong>. IRA disincentivises post-approval investments.</td>
<td>- <strong>High R&amp;D costs</strong> and high <strong>risk of failure</strong> in these areas of significant unmet need: IRA reduces return on investment, and disproportionately affect these high-risk areas of treatment development.</td>
<td>- The <strong>re-purposing</strong> of existing medicines is a significant and efficient source of new treatments, which could be disincentivized by IRA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Launch sequencing</strong> likely to become important consideration</td>
<td>- <strong>Timelines for evidence development</strong> can be long and expensive for large population chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease.</td>
<td>- Companies are <strong>already opting to abort opportunities to re-purpose drugs</strong> to treat rare diseases with high unmet need, because of the price reforms introduced by the IRA, e.g. vutrisiran for Stargardt disease (Taylor, 2022).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Summary

- The potential impact of IRA on drug development and patients is multifaceted.
- IRA discourages innovation of medicines, particularly small molecules and certain disease areas (e.g., cancer, rare, chronic).
- IRA undermines existing IP incentives.
- Implementation of the law should take caution to mitigate harm to sustainability of future R&D.
- Potential for expanding U.S. price controls could increase impact on industry revenue and global implications
If the US adopted price controls at launch for all drugs, what might the impact be on global innovation?

*Live attendees*: Please discuss at your tables and submit a short written summary of your discussion via *Slido*.

*Virtual attendees*: Please submit your thoughts via *Slido*.
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